Run together (abbr.), N_, band = SYNC
Slender, cut the edge from = TRIM
Volkswagen car, club sport = GOLF
Endure, final = LAST
Send mail, wooden post = POST
Ready for harvest, fully developed = RIPE
Queen or King, programme of races = CARD
Garment slit, let off steam = VENT
Throw (slang), stopper = BUNG
Cunning plan, activity done for amusement = PLOY
Hircine animal, one unfairly blamed = GOAT

The three clues in the centre give a hint as to how to turn them in to letters. Uttered, narrated = TOLD, Wealthy, full-flavoured = RICH, Gave away for money, convinced about = SOLD. To get TOLD, we have to rotate a ring once to get the word at the top, thus representing 1 = A. To get SOLD, we have to rotate a ring by two segments, representing 2 = B. To get RICH, the top ring is rotated 7 spaces, the 2nd ring 3, the 3rd ring 7, the 4th ring 8, totally 25 = Y. Solving the clues lead to a four letter word, which can be formed by rotating the dials. The number of rotations required spells out the answer, SMALL TORQUE.
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